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(Book descrip ons courtesy of Amazon.com)

Peter Guillam, staunch colleague and disciple
of George Smiley of the Brish Secret Service,
otherwise known as the Circus, is living out
his old age on the family farmstead on the
south coast of Briany when a leer from his
old Service summons him to London. The reason? His Cold War past has come back to
claim him. Intelligence operaons that were
once the toast of secret London and involved
such characters as Alec Leamas, Jim Prideaux,
George Smiley and Peter Guillam himself are to be scrunized by
a generaon with no memory of the Cold War and no paence
with its jusﬁcaons.

If you like reading Sandra Brown, check
out these authors:

Interweaving past with present so that each may tell its own intense story, John le Carré has spun a single plot as ingenious and
thrilling as the two predecessors on which it looks back: The Spy
Who Came in from the Cold and Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy. In a
story resonang with tension, humor and moral ambivalence, le
Carré and his narrator Peter Guillam present the reader with a
legacy of unforgeable characters old and new.
————————————————————–———————
Robert Langdon, Harvard professor of symbology and religious iconology, arrives at the
ultramodern Guggenheim Museum Bilbao to
aend a major announcement—the unveiling
of a discovery that “will change the face of
science forever.” The evening’s host is Edmond Kirsch, a forty-year-old billionaire and
futurist whose dazzling high-tech invenons
and audacious predicons have made him a
renowned global ﬁgure. Kirsch, who was one
of Langdon’s ﬁrst students at Harvard two decades earlier, is
about to reveal an astonishing breakthrough . . . one that will
answer two of the fundamental quesons of human existence.
As the event begins, Langdon and several hundred guests ﬁnd
themselves capvated by an uerly original presentaon which
Langdon realizes will be far more controversial than he ever imagined. But the meculously orchestrated evening suddenly
erupts into chaos, and Kirsch’s precious discovery teeters on the
brink of being lost forever. Reeling and facing an imminent
threat, Langdon is forced into a desperate bid to escape Bilbao.
With him is Ambra Vidal, the elegant museum director who
worked with Kirsch to stage the provocave event. Together
they ﬂee to Barcelona on a perilous quest to locate a crypc
password that will unlock Kirsch’s secret.
Navigang the dark corridors of hidden history and extreme
religion, Langdon and Vidal must evade a tormented enemy
whose all-knowing power seems to emanate from Spain’s Royal
Palace itself . . . and who will stop at nothing to silence Edmond
Kirsch. On a trail marked by modern art and enigmac symbols,
Langdon and Vidal uncover clues that ulmately bring them faceto-face with Kirsch’s shocking discovery . . . and the breathtaking
truth that has long eluded us.

Authors similar to Sandra Brown:

Stella Cameron
Heather Graham
Linda Howard
Karen Robards
Nora Roberts

“Heather Graham's romanc suspense is a good choice for Brown's
fans who don't mind a touch of the
paranormal. She writes hard-edged
romanc stories, ﬁlled with explicit
sex and violence and mounng
suspense. Try her Krewe of Hunters
series, beginning with 2011's Phantom Evil, for steamy New Orleans
atmosphere and a look inside the dynamics of a
group of paranormal invesgators.”
“Linda Howard is known for her
dark, sensual romanc suspense.
Her fast paced books contain plenty of acon, fascinang improbable
pairings, and o<enmes, an unﬂinching look at the seamy side of
the good life. Start with Death Angel, the story of Drea, a beauful
woman on the run from her gangster husband who
falls for the assassin sent to murder her.“
“Building suspense, violence, and
passion pervade Karen Robards'
fast paced stories of romanc suspense. In the steamy Shiver, a
tough single mom gets tangled up
with an undercover FBI agent and
ﬁnds herself enmeshed in the witness protecon program, unsure
of who to trust.“
Source: Novelist.com
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Avenging home by American, A.
The baker's secret by Kiernan, Stephen P.
Buried secrets by Brearton, T. J.
Burning bright by Petrie, Nicholas
The child ﬁnder by Denfeld, Rene
The core by Bre, Peter V.
The Cuban aﬀair by DeMille, Nelson
A curious beginning by Raybourn, Deanna
Dark kills by Brearton, T.J.
Deep freeze by Sandford, John
Don't let go by Coben, Harlan
The drawing of the three by King, Stephen
Enemy of the state by Mills, Kyle
Enforcing home by American, A.
Escaping home by American, A.
Everything we le< behind by Lonsdale, Kerry
An extraordinary union by Cole, Alyssa
Grief coage by Godwin, Gail
Home invasion by American, A.
Leaving everything most loved by Winspear, Jacqueline
The Le<over by Williams, Brooke
Merry and bright by Macomber, Debbie
Mrs. Saint and the defecves by Timmer, Julie Lawson
Origin by Brown, Dan
Plain Christmas by Price, Sarah
Resurrecng home by American, A.
Second chance girl by Mallery, Susan
Sleeping beaues by King, Stephen
A snow country Christmas by Miller, Linda Lael
Sugar Pine trail by Thayne, RaeAnne
Surviving home by American, A.
Large Print
Bringing Maggie home by Sawyer, Kim Vogel
Don't let go by Coben, Harlan
The Le<over by Williams, Brooke
A legacy of spies by Le Carre, John
Merry and bright by Macomber, Debbie
Origin by Brown, Dan
The proving by Lewis, Beverly
Robert B. Parker's Debt to Pay. by Coleman, Reed Farrel
Robert B. Parker's The Hangman's sonnet by Coleman,
Reed Farrel
Secrets in death by Robb, J. D.
Winter solsce by Hilderbrand, Elin
Y is for yesterday by Gra<on, Sue
You say it ﬁrst by Mallery, Susan
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Audiobook
The child ﬁnder by Denfeld, Rene
Merry and bright by Macomber, Debbie
Origin by Brown, Dan
Second chance girl by Mallery, Susan
Sleeping beaues by King, Stephen
Winter solsce by Hilderbrand, Elin
Non-Ficon
Alchemy of herbs by Foret, Rosalee de la
The bad-ass librarians of Timbuktu by Hammer, Joshua
Building beer families by Kelly, Mahew
Bulletproof by Bookout, Maci
Celebrate every season with Six Sisters' Stuﬀ
Chapter 13 bankruptcy by Elias, Stephen
Code girls by Mundy, Liza
Dynamic aging by Bowman, Katy
The end of Alzheimer's by Bredesen, Dale E.
Endurance by Kelly, Sco
Every landlord's legal guide by Stewart, Marcia
The family tree guide to DNA tesng and genec genealogy by BeMnger, Blaine T.
The ﬁbro ﬁx by Brady, David M.
Frommer's Costa Rica 2017 by Kahler, Karl
Frommer's Easyguide to Rome, Florence and Venice 2017
by Keeling, Stephen
Frommer's Hawaii 2017 by Cheng, Martha
Frommer's Ireland 2017 by Jewers, Jack
Frommer's Italy 2017 by Brewer, Stephen
Gluten exposed by Green, Peter H. R.
Have Americans forgoen about God, country and family?
by Cole, John M.
The hour of land by Williams, Terry Tempest
How to ﬁnd your soulmate without losing your soul : by
Evert, Jason
In God's hands by John Paul II, Pope
It takes two by Sco, Jonathan
Killing England : by O'Reilly, Bill
Knock 'em dead 2017 by Yate, Marn John
Love and responsibility by John Paul II, Pope
Magical power for beginner by Lipp, Deborah
Managing pain before it manages you by Caudill, Margaret
Nolo's encyclopedia of everyday law
The once and future liberal by Lilla, Mark
The paradigm by Cahn, Jonathan
The perfect cookie
Plan your estate by Cliﬀord, Denis
The plant paradox by Gundry, Steven R.
Prescripon for natural cures by Stengler, Mark
Represent yourself in court by Bergman, Paul
Connued on page 4...
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Unoﬃcial Ancestry.com workbook by Hendrickson, Nancy
Unoﬃcial guide to FamilySearch.org by McCullough, Dana
What happened by Clinton, Hillary Rodham
What you must know about allergy relief by Mindell, Earl
What you must know about thyroid disorders & what to
do about them by Smith, Pamela Waran
When your child has food allergies by Schwartz, Mireille
Wicca : wheel of the year of magic by Chamberlain, Lisa
Wicca candle magic by Chamberlain, Lisa
Wicca for beginners by Chamberlain, Lisa
Teen Ficon
The assassin's blade by Maas, Sarah J.
Call the shots by Calame, Don
Last chance by Hurwitz, Gregg Andrew
Swim the ﬂy by Calame, Don
The wrath & the dawn by Ahdieh, Renee
Teen Graphic Novel
Mulplicity by Tomasi, Peter
Timeless by Hitch, Bryan
Wonder Woman by Rucka, Greg
Video
Bates Motel. Season ﬁve
The big bang theory. The complete tenth season
The blacklist redempon. Season one
The blacklist. The complete fourth season
Blue bloods. Seasons 6 and 7
The book of Esther
Elementary. The ﬁ<h season
The Goldbergs. Seasons 3 and 4
Love ﬁnds you in Sugarcreek
Madam Secretary. Season 3
Major crimes. The complete ﬁ<h season
Modern family. The complete eighth season
Orphan black. Season ﬁve
Spider-man. Homecoming
Supernatural. The complete twel<h season
This is us. The complete ﬁrst season
Vikings. Season 4, volume 2
When calls the heart. Year four
Wonder Woman
Easy
All by myself by Mayer, Mercer
Duck & Goose, honk! quack! boo! by Hills, Tad
Ellison the elephant by Drachman, Eric
Flashlight night by Esenwine, Ma Forrest
Home in the rain by Graham, Bob
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The opposite zoo by Na, Il Sung
Out! by Chung, Arree
Rude cakes by Watkins, Rowboat
The scariest book ever by Shea, Bob
Second grade holdout by Vernick, Audrey
Smoot by Cuevas, Michelle
Juvenile Ficon
Dance is the secret event by Torres, Melisa
I survived the Joplin tornado, 2011 by Tarshis, Lauren
I've got this! by Torres, Melisa
Nothing beer than gym friends by Torres, Melisa
Juvenile Graphic Novel
Copper by Kibuishi, Kazu
Missile Mouse by Parker, Jake
Stake a claim! by Collins, Terry
Tommysaurus rex by TenNapel, Doug
Trapped in Antarcca! by Yomtov, Nelson
Tyson Hesse's Diesel by Hesse, Tyson
Juvenile Non-Ficon
Being your best at football by Yomtov, Nelson
Dirt bikes by Lanier, Wendy Hinote
Katherine Johnson by Feldman, Thea
Pokemon goa catch 'em all!
Roblox : the ulmate game guide by Wright, Anthony
Surprise aack! by Collins, Terry
Who is J.K. Rowling? by Pollack, Pam
Who was Harry Houdini? by Sutherland, Tui
Who was Jackie Robinson? by Herman, Gail
Who was Jesus? by Morgan, Ellen
Who was Joan of Arc? by Pollack, Pam
Who was Steve Jobs? by Pollack, Pam
Juvenile Video
LEGO Ninjago, masters of spinjitzu. Season 7, Hands of
me
PJ Masks. Let's go PJ Masks!
PJ Masks. Time to be a hero

A complete list of new titles can be found on our
website, www.plattsmouthlibrary.org, under New
Titles.
Adopt-a-Book
Don't let go by Coben, Harlan
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The Force Returns...in Time for Christmas
By Ben Broshar
With each Star Wars movie George Lucas crippled standing canon. Phantom Menace ruined more sanconed books
than you can shake a sck at, as did J. J. Abrams’ The Force Awakens. Even Rogue One grabbed the basic plot for the
falling out with and subsequent death of Han Solo’s ﬁrst and only actual girlfriend before he met Leia. So before we’re
subjected to Luke Skywalker wigging out on Kylo Ren and a revelaon that The Force really comes from some supernatural lifeforce that emanates from every living planet or whatever, let me put forth something that I have honestly
believed ever since Phantom Menace heralded this new age for the old seMng that deﬁned space opera.
Midichlorians are not some mindless deus ex machina. They are a chaoc and evil lifeform.
No, seriously. You take a look at the Sith. These are the guys who accept the powers they were given with open arms,
greedily accepng whatever they can get to get ahead. What happens to them? Every single one becomes twisted.
They grow callous, hosle, subject to unspeakable rages and uerly cut oﬀ from anything remotely resembling a gentle emoon. Just look at Count Dooku’s ‘rebellion against evil’ that was started with the best of intenons and the
fervent desire to avoid being a pawn of the Dark Side and which led to mass slavery, aempted genocide and the creaon of that Grevious half-droid that lived enrely to kill Dooku’s old Jedi friends. Palpane seemed to age a century in
twenty years (Luke was 18 for A New Hope, right?) and Snoke, from what you see in the deliberately blurry holocall to
Kylo Ren, appears to have holes in his cheeks. These people are seriously suﬀering for their power and they seem to
believe they’re at the top of the galaxy. Not to menon that somehow they’re responsible for making bigger and
beer world wreckers… Dooku used convenonal explosives to try to eliminate life on planets he couldn’t hold, Palpane ordered the creaon of the Death Star and Death Star Mk. II, Snoke made the Star Destroyer. It’s like their ideas come from something else, and the one thing they have in common is their connecon to the Dark Side.
Now the Jedi. The ‘good guys’ who are seriously high and mighty about their conduct, their control over their powers
and their value to the universe while at the same me cradle-robbing anyone who has any kind of Force sensivity…
something that is only even alluded to in the movies when they look at scrawny kid Anakin and say he’s too old to
begin the training. Maybe even Lucas understood that the habit of snatching infants before they could progress to
toddler was not something you could possibly casually disclose in a movie. But the Jedi know they have to do this,
they steal babies from their families because it is essenal that they protect anyone who can access the Force. What
they don’t know is any reason this should have to be done; they don’t even want to menon it among themselves.
You know what kind of people have such a deep ri< between their image and their acons and just hope it won’t
come up? Religious types who remember the basic pracces (which they follow without queson) but have forgoen
the all-important reasons for them. "Hokey religions and ancient weapons are no match for a good blaster at your
side, kid." –Han Solo
The Jedi do have to oﬀer some kind of explanaon, of course. They’ve goen very good at faking it over the years.
They’ll tell you all about how seducve the Dark Side is, how it searches for that one small weakness it can exploit to
turn you to it and wreak havoc upon your mind and body unl you’d readily assault your former allies. Thus they
strive to make every single Jedi perfectly disciplined, devoted to their weapons and studies, refusing to do anything
that might make them honestly care for their life or that of anyone they know…. wait, hold the phone here. That
doesn’t sound like good guys at all.
The Jedi don’t mesh with any of the tradional fantasy tropes. In any Life vs. Death struggle Life will always have the
grim, determined warriors who have seen too much and have a hard me leMng go of it, yes, but they are not the
rule. The precepts of the actually good people tend to include actually enjoying life, geMng out and savoring it, giving
Connued on page 6..
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yourself plenty of reason to remember what it is you are ﬁghng for so nobody goes and commits that ‘we destroyed the village to save it’ bit the US was responsible for in Vietnam.
They most deﬁnitely do not believe in shackling you far away from everything, to observe as guardian and never parcipate. Enjoyment of food, wine and song is out. Leisure me spent enjoying nature instead of in meditaon is
out. Love is way out of line. The only ways for a true Jedi to express themselves are in what tasks they choose to
carry out for their Order, and even that is mostly dictated by their elders. (Who knows why they’d pick Qui-Gon,
who seemed to eternally struggle with the desire to tell people that not agreeing with him means they are crens, as
a diplomat.)
Could it be that the real reason the Jedi can’t aﬀord anything but iron will has nothing to do with who is morally right
in this eternal conﬂict? That their life-long training and meditaon has been to enable them to shackle the powers
inherent to those with Midichlorians in their bodies, to use them without the leave of the enes producing them?
Is that the reason the Jedi have so much more subtle and unvaried abilies than the Sith? Telekinesis is great and
all, clouding weak minds is useful, but the Sithies blow it out of the water with their abilies to choke a man from
across the room, throw lightning or even invade somebody’s mind and rip their most private or completely forgoen
memories out as intel. If these diﬀerences are because the Jedi have wrested what lile they could from the Midichlorians without consent then it’s no wonder they can’t aﬀord to live the good life; those microscopic evil creatures
are going to be hell-bent on punishing every last Jedi, preferably by forcing them to the very purposes the Midichlorians prefer. They’ll exploit the slightest weakness, and it isn’t because the so-called Dark Side is seducve. This is
more ‘hand of an angry god’ stuﬀ.
There is only one argument against this interpretaon in everything I have read or seen in the movies, and that’s the
‘Force-Ghosts’ of Obi-Wan, Yoda and most importantly Anakin. Here’s the rub, though… I don’t recall anything outside the movies that actually showed those ghosts. Words, that’s what the books menon. Words that come from
what sounds like an old friend but could as easily be tricks of the imaginaon as any real audible sensaon-especially
since it was documented fact nobody else could hear the ghosts. R2 could be standing right next to Luke when ObiWan speaks and not register a blip. Honest supernatural stuﬀ or remembering what had been said as if at that moment, not weeks or even years ago? The communicaons between the living can’t be said to count, either-that’s
Force stuﬀ but does nothing to establish whether or not the Jedi actually get to live a<er death because of their
good deeds and adherence to the so-called Light Side.
Or, if you want to argue it from another stance, what’s the proof that being a ghost is a good thing? The word
doesn’t have very nice connotaons in most literature and almost every religion wants you to believe that whatever’s waing is a lot beer than bumming around on Earth without a body could possibly be. If we sck with your
average a<erlife then the Midichlorians have put the Jedi on ice, not empowered them to hang around. Obi-Wan
adri< in the cosmos, sll blindly following the precepts of the Jedi even a<er death and ensuring both that others
are guided to the same fate and that he’s going to be kept from his divine reward for a loooong me… grim thought,
but not one we can actually prove is wrong. Ani even strengthens this argument; what’s the more likely, that he
reestablished a major connecon to the Light Side while he lay there gasping, his life support fried by his former
master’s lightning? Or that the things that granted him such massive power for decades are cked that he derailed
their plans and threw him into the penalty box with Obi-Wan and Yoda?
All logic is helpless in the face of The Last Jedi, of course. It isn’t being produced by George Lucas and even the man
who did the inial write-up wasn’t terribly concerned with canon or sense when he was thinking of ‘the ﬁrst trilogy’
as a chance for a markeng bonanza. But whether it ignores the much-despised Midichlorians of The Phantom Menace or drums them up to be some manner of deiﬁc group enty, it’s going to be very diﬃcult to convince me the
weird microscopic excuses for Force powers are anything but evil and destrucve.
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Sun

Mon

6 Cass County

5

Carvers 12pm

Tue

7

Wed

Thu

Fri

1 Storytime 10am

2 Storytime 10am 3

Medicare Open
Enrollment with
Mary Ann Holland,
9an-5pm

Medicare with Josh
Rogers 9:30am

Sat
4
Book Club
10am

Libbie’s Story
6:00pm

8 Storytime 10am 9 Storytime 10am 10 CLOSED for 11
USDA
Veterans Day
9:30am - 4pm

Library Innovation Studio Project equipment being installed and training available
13 Cass County

12

Carvers 12pm

14
Bridge Commission
4pm

15 Storytime 10am 16 Storytime 10am 17
Medicare with Josh
Rogers 9:30 -

11:30am

20 Cass County

19

Carvers 12pm

21

Deadline for SixWord Memoirs

FPPL Book Sale
1pm - 4pm
27 Cass County

26

22 Storytime 10am 23

Carvers 12pm

18 Open House

FPPL Book Sale FPPL Book Sale
9am - 5pm
9am - 4pm
24

CLOSED

25
CLOSED

Happy Thanksgiving!

28 Medicare Open 29 Storytime 10am
Enrollment with
Library Board
Mary Ann Holland,
5:30pm
9an-5pm

30 Storytime 10am

Tue

Thu

Medicare with Josh
Rogers 9:30 11:30am

December 2017
Sun

Mon

4 Cass County

3

Carvers 12pm
FPPL Meeting
5pm

11 Cass County

10

Carvers 12pm
Holiday Party
6pm

17

18 Cass County

24

25

31

CLOSED

Fri

Sat

1

2

8

9 Star Wars
Party, 2-4 pm,
Community Ctr.

5

6 Storytime 10am 7 Storytime 10am

12

13 Storytime 10am 14 Storytime 10am 15

Bridge Commission
4pm

16

Medicare with Josh
Rogers 9:30am

USDA
9:30am - 4pm

19

20 Storytime 10am 21 Storytime 10am

26

27 Storytime 10am 28 Storytime 10am 29

Carvers 12pm

CLOSED

Wed

Medicare with Josh
Rogers 9:30am

22 Fun-tastic
Friday
1:30pm

23

30

